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WARMING HEARTS

Vigil held for
Nepali victims

Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage

Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage

BY R IGOBERTO GOMES
@AskRigo

Randy Vazquez | Spartan Daily
Liva Jonchhe, 5, from Santa Clara, helps light up the Nepal Candlelight vigil in support of Nepal earthquake
victims in front of the Cesar Chavez memorial last night.

REBELS WITH A CAUSE

‘Rebels and
Revolutions’
Series installment explains
Smith, Carlos inspiration
BY R AECHEL PRICE
@rae_thecyborg
Bay Area students have a rich legacy of social change to uphold, and the Tommie Smith
and John Carlos Statue is a constant reminder of that legacy for the students of San Jose
State.
The statue commemorates the 1968 Olympic games, when SJSU students Tommie
Smith and John Carlos took the podium after
their 200-meter race.
The runners raised black-gloved fists
in a Black Power salute, holding the salute
through the entire three-minute perfor-

The University Police Department received an anonymous text message around
6:40 p.m. reporting a gunman in Duncan
Hall yesterday.
Officers from the San Jose Police Department assisted in an investigation of the report according to Pat Lopes Harris, San Jose
State’s media relations director.

mance of the national anthem.
SJSU’s role in the progressive legacy of
the Bay Area is discussed in a new documentary series by NBC Bay Area.
“Rebels and Revolutions” is the second
episode of Bay Area Revelations, a documentary series which features the untold
stories of the people, places and moments
which helped shape the Bay Area, according to nbcbayarea.com.
The documentary features interviews
from noted activists including California’s
first black speaker of the House, Willie
Brown, and former mayor of San Francisco, Gavin Newsom. The documentary
also seeks to demonstrate the movements
of the Bay Area, which inspired the nation
to seek change.
Harry Edwards takes responsibility for
inspiring Smith and Carlos to “do something” at the 1968 games.

SEE REBELS ON PAGE 2

The building was never on lockdown and
officers found no evidence of the reported
gunman, Harris said.
According to university police officer
Michael Santos, students were stuck in class
and in the Seventh Street garage for an hour.
UPD’s public information officer could
not be reached for comment about yesterday’s report.
Information compiled by Spartan
Daily staff writer Jeremy Cummings

THE HUNTING GROUND

Docu details sex assualt on campuses
BY JEREMY CUMMINGS
@JeremyCummings3
The pervasive scourge of sexual assault
on college campuses reached a national level of awareness last September when President Barack Obama launched his “It’s On
Us” initiative to end the problem.
This is largely thanks to efforts to raise
awareness made by two young women who
are featured in the 2015 documentary “The
Hunting Ground.”
Originally premiered at the Sundance
Film Festival, The Hunting Ground was
screened at San Jose State University’s Student Union Theater on Tuesday.
More than 200 students showed up despite the stresses of finals to watch the thorough exploration of sexual assault and its
repercussions on college campuses.

SEE NEPAL ON PAGE 2

EXECUTIVE DECISION

BRIEF: No shooter found in Duncan Hall
Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage

San Jose State students and community members gathered next to the Cesar Chavez Memorial
Arch to pay their respects at the Nepal earthquake
candlelight vigil organized by the Nepali Student
Organization.
The destructive 7.8-magnitude earthquake that
hit Nepal encouraged the SJSU club to plan this vigil
and support and donate to the victims in Nepal.
“We decided to do this candlelight vigil because
we wanted to remember the people back home who
lost their lives and got injured, and at the same time
we want to stay strong and keep helping people,” said
Ashish Thapa-Chhetri, a senior management information systems major.
At the vigil the words “Pray for Nepal” were
spelled out throughout the ground with candle lights.
The Nepali organization had its booth with posters filled with information about Nepal and

Many students such as Sabrina Morad,
a junior communications major, were only
there because their class required it for extra credit, but were glad they went afterward
because of the information in the film.
“I feel like it should be a bigger issue than
it is because I had no idea it was happening,”
Morad said.
Detailed personal narratives from survivors, revealing explanations of administrative negligence handling assault cases and
accounts of the social constructs surrounding the issue made the documentary an
enlightening experience for viewers, some
students said.
Shocking statistics, such as the disproportionately low number of expulsions for
number of cases, grounded the personal

SEE HUNTING ON PAGE 2

A.S. exec finalists speak
BY ANASTASIYA R AKOVA & DUY NGUYEN
@ssupstace @duynguyenvn94
Various members of Associated Students
as well as some directors of campus organizations gathered at the Engineering building and Campus Village Building B to hear
two A.S. executive director candidates talk
on Tuesday and Wednesday.
The A.S. board narrowed down candidates to Mark Day, who spoke on Tuesday,
and Tari Wimbley, who spoke on Wednesday.
Candidates began the open forum by

introducing themselves, discussing some
topics of concern and closing by answering
a few questions from the audience.
The audience also had a chance to answer candidates’ questions to them, such
as “What do you expect from an executive
director?” and “What challenges have you
seen concerning A.S. in the past year?”
Day utilized the hour to engage the
17-person audience by moving closer to
them.

SEE EXECS ON PAGE 2

SHAKE TO THE TOP

Mambo wins
Spartan dancers keep
tradition of excellence
alive with first-place finish
BY RIGOBERTO GOMES
@AskRigo
San Jose State’s salsa dancing team
Spartan Mambo participated in two competitions in Los Angeles and won first
place at the first Collegiate Salsa Open
and first at the eighth Annual College Salsa Congress.
Winning first-place titles in both competitions gave the salsa team an opportunity to
win cash prizes.
“In Collegiate Salsa Open we won $1,200
for winning first place and all the money goes back to the students," said Takeshi
Young, Spartan Mambo head coach. "We
also won $1,000 for the Salsa Congress for
the first prize and winner takes all.”
The Collegiate Salsa Open is a salsa
dance competition and social gathering in
Los Angeles that brought together dancers
from 20 colleges and universities throughout California to compete with each other.
A Spartan Mambo salsa dancer who
participated in the Collegiate Salsa
Open thought it was an unbelievable
first experience.
“A lot of fun, a lot of hype, a lot of students from other schools and definitely a
lot of interacting with those students and
other people who were there for the salsa
experience," said junior business major
Arianna Gibbs. "Everyone was very open
and friendly with each other and it was a
competition but everyone was very open

Photo courtesy of Takeshi Young
The Spartan Mambo team took first
place at the first annual Collegiate
Salsa Open and the 8th annual College Salsa Congress.
with each other.”
This past weekend the College Salsa
Congress took place at Huntington Beach
and Spartan Mambo competed against seven of the top college salsa teams in California for the championship.
“It was pretty tough. Last year CSUN
won first and a lot of the schools do compete in a competitive level and we all put
in countless hours and sometimes put in
more hours than we should instead of doing our homework," said Neha Arora, a biology graduate student. "It is tough because
everyone has their heart in it and wants to
show how much they practiced.”
Arora recalled the anticipation of hearing

SEE MAMBO ON PAGE 2
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were collecting any amount of donations.
Approximately 100 people attended the
vigil to pay homage to the demolished developing country and the many victims who
died and were injured.
“Coming from Mexico we have our own
earthquakes that we have to deal with and I
can understand to certain extent the suffering they must be going through right now so
being here is my way of support,” said Carlos
Amaya, a senior economics major.
UNICEF at SJSU is supporting the Nepali
organization and is helping them fundraise
money for the people of Nepal.
“We’re working with the Nepali student organization to provide access to clean
drinking water, to provide food, to provide
shelter, to provide basic house supplies to all
those who have been affected by this tragedy,”
said Patricia Aubel, SJSU UNICEF president.
Students lined up and lit candles as they
circled around each other.
The candlelight vigil organizer, Thapa-Chhetri, asked the crowd to have a moment of silence for those whose lives were lost
in the devastating Nepal earthquake.
Some students who came out to the candlelight vigil had a personal connection with
the event and hoped attending the vigil made
a difference.
“It hits me personally,” said Susan Areeckal, a graduate history student. “One of my

side of the movie in solid facts.
The narrative which tied the film together was that of Andrea Pino and Annie Clark, two sexual assault survivors
who were inspired by their experience
to travel the country supporting other survivors and exposing universities
where sexual assault cases were ignored
or where survivors were persecuted.
They built up a nationwide support
network for survivors and attracted the
attention of multiple legislators as well
as President Barack Obama.
Associate professor of sociology and
interdisciplinary social science Amy
Leisenring answered questions from the
crowd about sexual assault on a nationwide level, and more specifically at SJSU.
Devin Jackson and Charles Ellenburg, two SJSU freshmen, said the movie was very informative and were surprised by the statistics that showed the
frequency of sexual assault.
Jackson, a computer science major,
said he was shocked by the poor handling of sexual assault cases by university faculties, making him wonder about
the SJSU administration.
Senior political science major Jourdin Hermann, who organized the
screening, originally reached out to
Leisenring as well as Bonnie Sugiyama,
the director of SJSU’s women’s resource
center.
Both Leisenring and Sugiyama have
worked with rape and sexual assault
victims in the past and know numerous
survivors through work and personal
experiences.
To them, social media and films such
as “The Hunting Ground” play a huge
part in raising awareness and fostering
positive change.
Hermann has researched sexual assault cases in the past, such as the Steubenville rape case, and said she is fascinated by the ongoing phenomenon.
“It’s been an issue for so long, it
seems like it’s still just perpetuating,”
Hermann said. “I know there’s activism
going on but it seems like its almost the
same as it’s been for years.”
Jeremy Cummings is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

FROM PAGE 1
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According to his resumé, Day, a former
music major, has served as an executive
director in multiple institutions—most recently at CSU San Bernardino.
There he served 20,000 students, oversaw the student center and recreation center budgets, created the first-ever EcoFest
event and more. He also served as the
marketing director at CSU Long Beach,
his alma mater, and held associate director
positions throughout several other schools
in the system.
Day emphasized on the fact that professionals, even when they disagree, should
do a “spectacular job.”
“It’s not just the quality of what you do,
but it’s the quality of the service that you

FROM PAGE 1

Randy Vazquez | Spartan Daily
Students and community members gather in front of the Cesar Chavez
memorial to pay their respects to the victims of the Nepal earthquake.
friends is in the Peace Corps in Nepal and
the first thing I thought was how’s my friend
doing, and because I’m also somewhat part
of the South Asian heritage just like how
Nepalese are and it’s very important that the
South Asian family comes together in terms
of hardships.”
Thapa-Chhetri believes SJSU students
have had a big impact on donating.
“Everyone’s response has been amazing,
everyone wants to help, we’re all students and

give to those people in terms of where else
could they get it,” Day said.
Yesterday, Wimbley answered questions brought up by A.S. board members
regarding campus diversity.
“We developed collaboration and
programs that helped students from diverse backgrounds feel comfortable,”
said Wimbley, who is a current associate
director for marketing and programs at
CSU San Bernardino.
According to her resumé, Wimbley
graduated with a Master’s of Science for
Student Affairs in Higher Education at
Colorado State University.
She worked as program and project
manager, fiscal manager and human resource manager at Georgia State and San
Bernardino.
At the end of the talk, Wimbley ad-

we’re not financially stabled, but every dollar
matters so everyone has been really generous
enough to help us out,” Thapa-chhetri said.
The vigil concluded by Thapa-Chhetri thanking people for attending the Nepal
candlelight vigil and hopes people continue
to support those in Nepal. To finish the vigil,
the crowd gathered and sang Nepal’s national
anthem.
Rigoberto Gomes is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

dressed the audience with her own questions to hear their side.
Continuous building construction was
a voiced concern during this time. Also
discussed was making buildings like the
Student Union a more centralized place.
Aaron Miller, former A.S. president,
shared his expectations of the new A.S. executive director.
He said the chosen person needs to
know what to do with the student fees and
how these fees will be effective for the SJSU
community.
Jennifer Davis, former A.S. vice president, stated the new director must be an
inspiration for the entire board.
“The most important thing is he or she
has to drive us forward,” Davis said.
Anastasiya Rakova and Duy Nguyen
are Spartan Daily staff writers.

Courtesy provided by NBC Bay Area

REBELS
FROM PAGE 1

Edwards is a sociologist and former professor at San Jose State. Edwards taught at
SJSU in the late ‘60s when he was inspired to
leverage the athletics department for action
against racial segregation which was still
prevalent in the CSU system.
After the successful boycott of the opening football game in 1967, Edwards founded

MAMBO
FROM PAGE 1

their name after first place was announced.
“They called third place and then second place, then when they called out our
name for first, it was the best feeling,”
Arora said. “I felt like one of my dreams
in life came true because we practice so
hard and being able to experience that
with your team is a whole other feeling
and lot of us were emotional, it was just a
really great feeling.”
According to Young, the CSU
Northridge salsa team has been one of
the team’s biggest competitions.
Spartan Mambo won the College Salsa Congress competition in 2011 and
placed various times throughout the past
five years.
The Spartan team changes its practice
routines when heading into competitions.
“We definitely increased our practice
schedule so we were practicing pretty
much everyday of the week and the key

the Olympic Project for Human Rights to
organize further boycotts.
From the Berkeley Sproul Plaza protests
in 1950s to the first same-sex marriage at
San Francisco City Hall, the Bay Area has
a history of fostering a counter culture and
inspiring change.
Bay Area Revelations: Rebels and Revolutions premieres Saturday on NBC Bay Area.
Raechel Price is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

difference is that we take time cleaning
little details because the judges are looking for is sychronyzation, timing and
technique,” Young said.
Over the years, college salsa teams
have been getting more popular in many
UCs and CSUs throughout California
who have salsa dancing teams.
“There’s definitely been a growing
trend in college salsa teams and the Internet has had a lot of impact on college
salsa team over the last few years because
of social media and a lot of the colleges
started to communicate with each other,
working together, competing with each
other and it’s a large community of salsa
teams,” Young said.
Spartan Mambo is done for the semester and is entering finals week though
they will be entering the Portland Salsa
Congress in June and the Las Vegas Salsa Congress in July. As for next semester
they’ll be preparing for the World Latin
Dance Club, which is one of the largest
salsa competitions in the world.
Rigoberto Gomes is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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University rover team readies for NASA challenge
BY ABRAHAM RODRIGUEZ
@Abe_ Rodriguezzz

Abraham Rodriguez | Spartan Daily
Labrador 1, made by SJSU Robotics, completes its ride to the top of one
of the hills of Mission Peak regional park in Fremont. The rover was being
controlled remotely from SJSU during the three hour test run.

Student-involvement bolsters
cybersecurity defense program
BY DARBY BROWN-KUHN
@darbk5352
To confront the growing
number of hackers and
other cyber threats, San
Jose State has launched a
cyber unit to protect digital
infrastructure.
Located on campus,
the Silicon Valley Big Data
and Cybersecurity Center,
or SVBCC, consists of 30
faculty members from
different departments who
work on improving online
commerce, security and
data flow.
Michael Parrish, the
dean of the college of
science, explained why
cybersecurity and big data
effectively coexist as a pair.
“Any time you’re dealing
with security issues, if
you’re trying to monitor
traffic and figure out when
someone is intruding into
your main frame or cloud
or whatever it is, it’s a huge
big data problem and you
have to monitor thousands
of terabytes of stuff that
you’re
dealing
with,”
Parrish said.
A collaborative “cluster”
of nine professors from
five departments ranging
from computer science and
engineering to psychology
and forensics was formed
to encompass all elements
involved in the two areas.
The psychology section
of the cluster, headed by
professors David Schuster
and Jeremiah Still, deals

with the human element
of cybersecurity and how
people interact with those
types of problems.
“What I’m doing with
my research is I’m applying
what we know about
human psychology and
human decision making to
cybersecurity problems,”
Schuster said. “Specifically
I’m looking for ways that we
can enable better decision
making to cybersecurity
professionals.”
The work of Schuster
and other faculty members
has made SJSU’s one of
the premier cybersecurity
programs in the country.
The
program
was
recognized
by
the
Department
of
Homeland Security and
the
National
Security
Agency as a National
Center for Excellence in
Information Assurance and
Cybersecurity Education for
academic years 2014-2019.
A key feature of the
program is the amount
of student involvement.
Students contribute to
the program by running
studies while learning
skills that can be used
for positions in the tech
industry.
The faculty involved
in the cluster are also
developing
curriculum
for degrees in the field.
According to Parrish, an
online Master’s course
in cybersecurity will be
available sometime next
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year as well as a certificate in
big data.
An
outside
entity
that works closely with
the program is the
Information
Security
Student Club. Created in
2013, the club hosts weekly
information
meetings
regarding
information
and cybersecurity and are
active participants in the
Collegiate Cyber Defense
Competition.
Professor
Virginia
Lehmkuhl-Dakhwe
has
served as a judge for the
competitions the club has
participated in and has seen
noticeable improvement.
“They’ve been able to
connect with really talented groups of people and
students and I think that’s
helped to accelerate them,”
Lehmkuhl-Dakhwe said.
According to Lehmkuhl-Dakhwe, the team is
in the middle of the pack
but is doing well considering a lack of experience and
lack of coursework available to them and is very
“self-motivated in seeking
out opportunities in these
extracurricular spaces.”
With access to funding
to fortify and expand in
other areas such as deep
data mining and smart meter malware prevention, the
program is doing its part to
meet skyrocketing demand
for qualified cybersecurity
technicians.
Darby Brown-Kuhn is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

Moving with six wheels
on a NASA-inspired design, San Jose State’s own
rover prototype will soon
make it to the space agency’s
Martian
proving
grounds.
Called Labrador 1, the
rover is SJSU’s entry into
NASA’s
Revolutionary
Aerospace Systems Concepts Academic Linkage
(RASC-AL)
Robo-Ops
competition. The competition takes place June 2 at
the Johnson Space Center
in Houston.
The rover uses a “rocker-bogie”
suspension
configuration with three
wheels on either side of the
chassis.
The configuration allows the rover to maneuver
through different surfaces
and in the case of SJSU, will
need to traverse through
the space center’s rock field
that simulates a Martian
landscape.
“Over at NASA it will
have to go up a 30 percent grade at maximum,”
team leader Matthew Boyd
said in an April interview.
“When we went to Mission
Peak it easily went over a 45
percent grade.”
Mid-April saw one of
the first field tests of Labrador 1. The rover was transported to Mission Peak
Regional Park in Fremont,
California, where it took to
the dirt paths to see how
the rover would perform
in real world conditions. It
only used about half of its
battery power in the threehour shakedown run.

Since the rover uses a
4G wireless connection for
its remote control systems,
operators back in San Jose
were unable to maintain
visual connections to the
rover.
The test run could only
continue with verbal directions from the team of
engineers at Mission Peak
to the control team in San
Jose.
“The only problem we
had was connectivity, and
that won’t be a problem
over at Houston,” Boyd
said.
The rover will be controlled remotely during the
June 2 competition from
SJSU. A team will maneuver the rover using camera

“

The only
problem we had
was connectivity,
and that won’t be
a problem over
at Houston
ston

”

Matthew Boyd
B d

SJSU Robotics VP

systems and a joystick for
drive functions.
“The reason why it
wasn’t in the test run was
because when we tried to
hook them up they essentially blew up,” said Andrew Bru, the arm team
leader.
Bru said when the electrical system overloaded,
it blew the motors and
ruined a computer. The

short-out was caused by a
mismatched data connector that sent too much power to the motors.
According to Bru, they
decided to buy a similar set
of motors and are adapting them to their current
mount system on the rover’s arm.
Labrador 1 uses a “universal gripper” on its arm
that acts like a vacuum to
suck up rocks. It’ll be used
during the competition to
collect rock samples at the
space center’s rock field.
Robotics
president
Khalil Estell said with the
drivetrain in place, the
only things needed to get
Labrador 1 ready for Houston are the arms systems
and camera subsystems.
“If we get the arm moving and get the tracker up
and at least are at the spot
where we can be testing
with those devices on the
rover, we pretty much have
every single part that we
need on the rover to do the
competition,” Estell said.
Three members of the
team will be going to Johnson Space Center in June to
represent SJSU.
Team leads Rocely Mati,
Colin Chen and Boyd will
have to assemble the rover
in Houston before the competition.
SJSU is one of eight universities in the competition.
The competition will
be streamed live on the
club’s Youtube channel at
w w w.youtube.com/user/
SJSURobotics.
Abraham Rodriguez
is the Spartan Daily Tech
Editor.
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Concert highlights Pitch, Please!
REV IEW

Visit spartandaily.com
for video coverage
BY JUSTIN SAN DIEGO
@incrediblejsd
Four glee music groups sang a variety of
songs Monday night and the show turned
out to be one of the best student performances of the semester.
Directed by music sophomore Brandan
Sanchez the Spartones made their debut
performance.
Similar to the a capella music groups
from the movie “Pitch Perfect,” the Spartones sang and made their own background
music by beatboxing.
Sanchez, with help from other students,
established the Spartones last semester.
The Spartones performed a mashup of
Coldplay’s “Fix You” and Kings of Leon’s
“Use Somebody,” followed by a second
mashup of Swedish House Mafia’s “Save the
World” and “Don’t You Worry Child.”
Kevin Schoenfeld and Sophie Powers of
the Spartones each took a solo during the
beautiful mashup of “Use Somebody” and
“Fix You.”
The Women’s Glee Club, containing 20
vocalists from various backgrounds were
the first to take the stage. They performed
five songs that were less mainstream than
the following groups.
The Women’s Glee Club’s final song
“Dear John, Dear John” was performed
twice, first using a happy tone, then changing the attitude and sound to a more frustrated tone. The women emoted through
gestures and facial expressions and this emphasis was enough to change the mood of
each song.
The Women’s Glee Club’s performance
came off as the most formal. They all stood
on their risers while a large piano on the
front stage blocked the audience from viewing many of the women’s faces.
The Men’s Glee Club began their set
by standing evenly spaced throughout the
aisles to perform “Gaudeamus Igitur.”

Compared to the women, the men used
a lot more movement in their performances.
The second performance used a tribal-like drum and similarly the men acted
like a tribe boldly stepping forward and
moving their arms.
Pitch, Please!, a competitive music group
closed the show with five performances.
Seven of the 14 male singers had solos.
The highlight of the set was their Star
Wars-themed final performance. They
made robot noises, beat-boxed and sang,
“Luke who is your father?”
The Star Wars routine had the audience
laughing nonstop.
Pitch, Please! performed a mash up
of A-ha’s “Take On Me” and Blink-182’s
“Dammit” followed by Katy Perry’s “Teenage Dream” and Stevie Wonder’s “Isn’t She
Lovely.”
“Treasure” by Bruno Mars was nicely
changed from its original disco sound. The
performance featured a solo by Cody Scott,
director of Pitch, Please! who proved to be
one of the night’s standouts.
Scott’s outgoing personality shined on
stage with his movements and big smile.
Scott also performed in the men’s glee
club and the Spartones. He had a featured
solo on the Swedish House Mafia mashup.
For the finale, all four groups joined on
stage to perform “Jordan’s Angels.”
Overall, the night was similar to a regionals episode of Fox’s Glee. There was variety in the genre, pace and vocal talent.
The show didn’t use many stage antics
or tons of dancing, but their vocals were
consistently good.
Several members of Spartones and
Pitch, Please! said they hope to compete in
singing championships next semester.
Members of the groups seemed to have
great harmony, not just vocally but also as
friends.
Justin San Diego is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

Above: Michael
Dangcil gets funky
during his featured
part in Bruno Mars’
“Treasure” in the
Music Concert Hall
on Monday night.
Right: Director of
Choral Activities
Jefferey Benson
welcomes the audience and introduces
song performances
for the event on
Monday night.

Photos by Justin San
Diego | Spartan Daily
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‘Avengers: Age of Ultron’ is a jaw-dropping punch
younger generation of
viewers who are used to
being spoon-fed and lack
the insight to process
intellectual story plots.
Some of the most
exciting scenes in the
film include the movie’s
namesake villain Ultron,
or should we say James
Spader. No other actor
could have voiced the
condescending artificial
intelligence. As a product
of Tony Stark’s mind, Ultron embodies all of his
Copyright Marvel Studios.
Ultron unleashes his power on his creator as the titular villain in
“Avengers: The Age of Ultron.”
BY MARISSA TRIGOS &
TAYLOR ATKINSON
@MarissaTrigos
@haytayla
Every superhero story
has the same basic plot. A
villain commits a crime, a
hero saves the day amid
action-heavy fight sequences and—surprise—
there is a happy ending.
But the breath of fresh
air in “Avengers: Age of
Ultron” comes from the
compelling story development Joss Whedon provides as a master craftsman.
We first find our heroic Avengers on a mission in snowy Sokovia
in a CGI-heavy fight sequence. Shots are fired,
vehicles are thrown about
and we are introduced to
the twins—Pietro (Aaron Taylor-Johnson) and

Wanda (Elizabeth Olsen).
Pietro is fast and Wanda is weird—mind control weird. Together these
Russian lab rats aim to
break down the Avengers
from the inside out.
Wanda’s debilitating
powers of mind control
are used to humanize our
seemingly mindless hunky
heroes (Thor and Hulk)
through bad head trips
that reveal their vulnerabilities. This makes them
tangible and relatable to
us not-so-super human
beings.
She also puts a witchlike spell on the audience
with her acting chops
which makes us wonder—
is she really an Olsen?
Whedon manages to
transcend the plotline
of all of these superhero
movies despite the mighty
task he undertook in lay-

ing out the groundwork
for not just another movie
but the third phase in the
Marvel Cinematic Universe.
So for those of you who
helped bully Whedon off
Twitter, think back to
Britney Spears circa 2007
and a certain viral video.
Leave Joss Whedon alone!
The Avengers is a challenging superhero mashup of complex characters
established in their own
respective movies, unlike “Fantastic Four” and
“X-Men.” Whedon somehow gives this complicated story thematic unity as
only a director with equal
amounts of large and
small screen experience
could possibly deliver.
Whedon is fanboy, too.
He is not here to butcher
our childhood heroes.
The fault lies in a

More than a modest
amount of disappointment
REVIEW

BY K EENAN FRY
@Keenan_ J_Fry
The best way to start a fight is with some
shit-talking and a preemptive haymaker
right hook. Modest Mouse’s newest release
limps with a right leg gimp through the entire album. Frontman Issac Brock doesn’t
put up much of a fight to grab my attention.
In 2000 “The Moon and Antarctica” introduced me to music as an obsession. 2004 I
heard “Good News for People Who Love Bad
News.” I gave years of my life to listening to
those albums with the intention of learning.
I learned from those albums, how to spit
the venon while doin’ the cockroach.
When Issac Brock and Modest Mouse
went on an extended hiatus in 2009 after
their dismal extended play “No One’s First
and You’re Next” I knew they had fallen off a
musical cliff. This EP is so forgettable. I had
to Wikipedia its name and release year.
I’m glad Modest Mouse didn’t sink and
drown on “We Were Dead.” They were under massive pressure to repeat the success of
their single “Float On” from “Good News for
People Who Love Bad News.”
Essentially Modest Mouse has taken a
step down as Indie Rock’s Velvet Underground, as forerunners of their genre. Like
the Lou Reed of the Velvets, Brock produces
his best music while digging his nails into his
neck, tearing at himself.
It’s no secret Brock saw his future looking
through the distorting lens of a brown bottle’s bottom, Jack Daniel’s drained. And it’s
no secret that Brock spent his years working
to change his perspective to creativity, Modest Mouse.
I think around 2000 he started to make
the change and really followed through post
—“We Were Dead” in 2007, which would explain the hiatus, but not their dead on arrival
new release.
Lead single “Lampshades on Fire” holds a
candle to what Modest Mouse used to push
out. Their quirky catchy jangle pop music
always made their more lighthearted songs
more enjoyable.
I could tell if a song dropped into an
outward echoing spiral the theme would be
very depressed, like in “The Ocean Breathes
Salty” from “Good News.” Sadly their attempt to varry their formula, “Shit in your
Cut,” fails to be a full blown depression.

Sadly the riff from “Shit in Your cut,”
couldn’t be farther from s--t, really they held
themselves back from fully running this Xanax depression into the gutter. Only dying in
the gutter would have made the song better.
“Ansel” is their counter punch to “Shit in
your Cut,” but the melody is neither uplifting
or depressing enough, just the gray-banal of
white wash.
Furthermore “Pistol” is nothing more
than a rubbish Beck rip off.
Really I think they buried themselves trying to pull a Maynard James Keenan “Tool”
and wait 8 years before dropping their next
album.
I learned not to advertise mindless masochism. I remember reading about Brock’s alcoholic adventures and also remember reading about his struggle to sobriety.
I remember wondering if the failure of
“You’re Next” was because of Brock’s lack
of drug-induced inspiration or his growing
pains into sobriety. Clearly Modest Mouse is
a mixture of these demons.
While I want Brock to live long enough to
rebound from this release, I have a sinking
suspicion it would require him to kiss the
brown bottle.
Brock’s gone bust. He used to teach by
example but now his salty bile is all dried up
and out of gas.
Their early albums had a raw-wild-wideeyed-wonder, of scraped-knee hurt feelings.
Now entering their Autumn years, Modest
Mouse is in decline, in 2016 it will be 20 years
since their first album.
I really only see a way down for Modest
Mouse, and I have heard they are hit or miss
live so consistency is not their game. I really
hope the best for Brock, while he’s making
the right choice, choosing to live, his music
is suffering.
Modest Mouse needs to find a new
identity, and hiatus didn’t help. I believe
the answer is to keep pushing out bad
albums until they find a new niche. Don’t
stop till you hit a nerve and no sleep ‘till
hammersmith.
Keenan Fry is the Spartan Daily arts
and entertainment editor.

hansson) and Bruce Banner (Mark Ruffalo) share
their first kiss before she
abruptly throws him off a
floating city. She tells Banner she needs “the other
guy” because her dark side
gives her the foresight to
recognize that dangerous
abilities can be rechanneled.
Whedon also includes
eye candy for the ladies
with a short, shirtless
scene showing off Thor’s
sculpted body.

Unlike
U
nl
another muchanticipated fight
happening last weekend,
the Hulk vs. Iron man
scene is actually worth
watching
ng
sarcasm and wild ideas,
but fails to accomplish
anything of impact.
The heroes are not only
given depth with scenes
that reflect their vulnerability, but we also get a
sense of their identities off
the clock with charming
one-liners, a dash of romance, heartfelt personal
drama and memorable superhero moments.
In a sincere moment,
Black Widow (Scarlett Jo-

Captain America reprimands Stark for his foul
language in the opening
battle scene and the rest
of the Avengers waste
no time in mocking him
throughout the rest of the
movie. This banter clearly
reflects Captain America’s
prudish and dated attitude.
Another recurring gag
is that no one but Thor
can lift his hammer. Other
Avengers comically fail to

raise the hammer, proving
their unworthiness.
This critical scene sets
up the introduction for
The Vision (Paul Bettany),
and it is instantly accepted that his intentions are
earnest because he can lift
Mjolnir with ease, proving
he is worthy.
Hawkeye
(Jeremy
Renner) finally proves he
is a badass. Previously a
background
character,
Hawkeye finally stands in
the same class as his comrades, contributing to this
marvelous team.
The anticipated Hulkbuster scene will go down
in memory as one of our
favorites. Unlike another
much-anticipated
fight
happening last weekend,
the Hulk vs. Iron Man
scene is actually worth
watching.
The special effects are
on point and it was entertaining to see that not
even Stark’s Veronica
could contain the Hulk.
“Avengers: Age of Ultron” hit theaters May 1
and dominated the box
office with a $191 million
opening weekend. With
few letdowns, this film
is one we will be talking
about well into summer.
Marissa Trigos and
Taylor Atkinson are
Spartan Daily staff
writers.
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To the motherless daughters

PHENOMENALLY

FEMINIST

Jerica Lowman

Follow Jerica on Twitter
@thehellajerica
I am definitely one of those women who is on the
fence about whether I want to have children or not.
A lot of my reasoning revolves around financial
burden, but also the fact that this year marks the 18th
anniversary of my mother’s death.
I was almost six when she died and I didn’t realize
it until later, but her death affected me in a serious
way.
I became more aware of how parents influence their
children, either in a positive or negative way.
My mother was a complicated woman, but I knew
at a young age I never wanted to repeat her mistakes.
She has always been my motivation to do well in
school and in life.
I grew up resentful toward her, hating her at times
and blaming her for all my problems.

I didn’t know until I was older that she had a drug
problem, which is what ultimately killed her.
In elementary school, we would make special projects
for Mother’s Day.
After making my decorated construction paper
macaroni-art gift, I would give it to my aunt, who has
been a mother figure to me.
I use to fantasize that my mother had been forced
to fake her death and that she would show up at our
doorstep with an apology and the peanut butter cook-

“

I ima
imagine
im
myself opening
up a conversation
co
like, “Nice
to meet you—I’m six-foot tall,
have curly brown hair, am
d
bisexual and my mother died
v
when I wass five

”

ies she used to make.
In her 1994 book “Motherless Daughters,” author
Hope Edelman explored the rough and emotional
journey a woman travels when she loses her mother.
In a column Edelman wrote for the New York
Times titled, “Children Without Mothers Are at Special Risk,” she wrote “losing a mother at an early age is
one of the most stressful life events a person can face.

It completely rips apart the fabric of a child’s life.”
My mother died when I was five and for a long
time, that fact was all anyone really knew about me.
I felt as if having a dead mother was a part of my
identity.
I imagine myself opening up a conversation like,
“Nice to meet you—I’m six-foot tall, have curly brown
hair, am bisexual and my mother died when I was
five.”
But, losing a mother has definitely had negative
effects on how I socialize.
I feel awkward when given any kind of affection
and don’t know how to receive it.
I have also learned to be independent at a young age
because I had to step up and help around the house.
I have also developed a bad habit of not being able
to ask for help, mostly because I don’t feel people are
reliable.
My mother died and my father, may he also rest in
peace, was never there for me.
By having unreliable parents, I learned not to rely
on other people.
If I have children or if I don’t, I can only hope I
would be able to give them what I never had as a kid.
To those who still have their mothers, appreciate them.
To those who have bad mothers, don’t let their
actions define your life.
I don’t remember much about my mom, but I know
I will miss her; I will always remember her and I will
keep her memory alive with all the pictures she left
behind.
Jerica Lowman is the Spartan Daily online editor.
Phenomenally Feminist runs every Thursday.
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Jay Z’s missing the mark
with new streaming service
There’s a tidal wave hitting the music
industry, only it’s waving goodbye.
Tidal is a music subscription service
rapper-turned-mogul Jay Z bought in
January and relaunched in April.
Unlike other music services, such as
Spotify, Tidal doesn’t have a free version.
You can listen for free if you sign up for a
30-day trial but after that it’s pay or stay
away.
I’m staying away and from the looks of
it, so are other music listeners.
Jay Z recently took to Twitter to defend
his service against doubters, claiming
Tidal has hit 770,000 subscribers.
But it’s easy to have a household name
on a product or service and await the
influx of users to sign up.
The hard part is keeping those users
and gaining new ones.
According to App Annie, Tidal
dropped out of the top 500 most-downloaded apps in the U.S. on April 18. Just a
few days after, it fell to 870.
After rumors surfaced that Jay Z and
Beyonce would debut an album exclusively on Tidal, the service jumped up to the
664th spot.

II’m
’m
mp
perfectly
erf
fine
staying with
wit Spotify
for the long haul even
without Taylor Swift’s
music
The real shenanigans here though are
the prices Tidal charges for a month’s use.
You can pay $9.99 a month for standard-quality sound, HD music videos and
curated content.
Or you can sell a kidney and pay
$19.99 a month to get high-definition
audio which Tidal describes as “lossless
high-fidelity sound,” HD music videos
and curated content.
At least Spotify has a $4.99 membership for college students that offers all the
premium features just by signing up with
your official university email address.
That’s the best option for college students that I’ve come across.
For everyone else, Spotify’s premium
service is $9.99 per month, as are Beats
Music and Rhapsody.
Jay Z has brought on 16 singers and
bands as stakeholders including Daft
Punk, Kanye West and of course Beyonce,
to no one’s surprise.

Henry Navarro

students speak

Would you
pay $20 to
stream music?
Compiled by Henry Navarro, Spartan Daily staff writer

Follow Henry
on Twitter
@manof2moro

But even they can’t save Tidal’s wave of
embarrassment.
What really turned me off the service is
the fact that these millionaire and billionaire musicians who stand by the service are
complaining about not getting paid.
You’d save nearly $120 by sticking with
Spotify or an equivalent streaming service
each year.
I’d rather put that money toward
textbooks than get “lossless high-fidelity
sound” on my music.
This comes at a time when artists are at
odds with other streaming services when
it comes to musicians being compensated fairly, most notably leading to Taylor
Swift pulling songs from her latest album
“1989” off Spotify.
Some may anticipate prominent musicians such as Swift to be the first of many
to be on Tidal, but that model will fail if
the subscribers don’t come.
I’m perfectly fine staying with Spotify
for the long haul even without Swift’s music.
(Disclaimer: I’m not a Swiftie.)
Spotify announced they have 15
million paid subscribers and 60 million
overall users who pay at most $9.99.
I highly doubt a significant amount
of those users will switch to Tidal, not
only because of the price difference but
because they’d have to make all of their
playlists again from scratch and who has
time for that?
Apparently Jay Z thinks we do.
Henry Navarro is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

Tiffany Phan
Graphic Design
senior

Benjamin Hor
SJSU alumnus

“They market it poorly because it’s
‘by artists for artists’ but it’s only
big shots. These artists are making a
bunch of money. It isn’t right.”

“Absolutely not. Why pay an extra
$20 when I can go to YouTube? As a
general consumer, even paying ten
bucks is a lot.”

William Chong
Communications
senior

Marie Tapang
Interior Design
sophomore

“I think that since Spotify is normally
free I’d use Spotify. I wouldn’t pay for
a music service because of YouTube.
I would just use Spotify to find one
particular song. Usually I just buy the
song if I like it.”

“I wouldn’t do it. I just deal with
commercials. You can listen to music
anywhere online. Tidal is like a mockup of Spotify but Jay Z’s charging
$20 a month for high quality music.
It’s something you can’t even tell the
difference of with your own ears.”
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Asian-American culture should be celebrated
May is Asian-Pacific American Heritage Month.
According to the U.S. Census, Asian-Americans are the
fastest growing ethnic group in
the U.S.
In the Golden State, the
Asian-American population
grew 33.7 percent from 2000,
faster than any other ethnic
group. Asians now constitute
14.9 percent of the state’s population, at 5.6 million people,
according to SFgate.com.
Asian-Pacific culture goes
uncelebrated despite being one
of the fastest growing ethnic
groups in America.
We all know February is
Black History Month and
March is Women’s History
Month; heck, we all even know
that October is Breast Cancer
Awareness Month because of all
the pink floating around.
Before Asian-Pacific American Heritage Month became
a month-long holiday, it lasted
a week. In 1990, George H.W.
Bush signed a bill for it to become a recognized month.
Growing up as a FilipinoAmerican I was ashamed of
showing off my cultural pride.
It’s hard for me to see this month

go uncelebrated in the media.
Cinco de Mayo gets more
recognition than Asian-Pacific
Heritage Month, and that is only
one day, and is mostly celebrated
by Americans nonetheless.
“Asian-Pacific Heritage
Month was established in 1990,
however the majority of the
American public is unaware of
this,” said Francis Calugay, a
UC Santa Cruz molecular, cellular and developmental biology
graduate. “When the American
audience is exposed to not only
Asian history but also their contribution in American history,
it surreptitiously develops on a
personal level.”
Asian-Americans have a
strong representation and their
contribution in American history is very significant.
We have people who are of
great importance who pushed
through barriers and represented the Asian-American culture
in a great manner.
I mean, we do have our own
versions of Jackie Robinson,
Martin Luther King Jr. and
George Washington Carver,
people who broke barriers to put
Asian-Americans on the map.
A great example of this is

George Takei. In the ‘50s Asians
were rarely casted in American
television shows and movie,
but his role in “Star Trek” as
Lt. Sulu broke the barrier of
Asians only able to play kung
fu-fighting and samurai swordwielding warriors.
His work in “Star Trek”
garnered a following and influenced the representation of
Asians in Hollywood as well as
in the LGBT community.
In the future I hope to see
kids learning about Takei,
NBA player Jeremy Lin and
world champion figure skater
Michelle Kwan.
A big factor of Black History
Month’s popularity is it is
taught in school.
I remember when I was in
elementary school we went on
a field trip to Chinatown in San
Francisco, where we were taught
Chinese history and culture.
The 1858 establishment is very
influential in the history and
culture of ethnic Chinese immigrants in the U.S.
Before Chinatown became
what it is today, it was a geographical region designated
by the city government which
allowed Chinese people to

Raymond Ibale

Follow Raymond
on Twitter
@RaymondIbale
inherit and make that part of
the city their own.
Celebrating their cultural
richness of Chinese heritage,
as well as all of Asian-Pacific
American culture, is what we
need all of America to do.
I hope future sports teams,
news stations and schools will
pay tribute to the Asian-Pacific
American culture.
Raymond Ibale is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

Jon ‘Bones’ Jones can’t keep his nose clean
Randy Vazquez

Follow Randy
on Twitter
@V5randy

If you ask 90 percent of
people who the greatest basketball player of all time is, you
will likely hear the name of
the man with the iconic shoes
and the identifiable bald head.
Names such as Michael Jordan
are associated with the sport of
basketball, just like Muhammad
Ali with boxing.
Ali is considered the best
boxer ever in the eyes of many.
In a survey conducted by New
York Times Magazine, 47 percent of Americans agree Ali is
the greatest boxer ever.
Both Jordan and Ali have
surpassed the label of great
athlete and entered the realm of
icon. In the Ultimate Fighting
Championship “the greatest

ever” has not been crowned
and now may never be crowned
because of the reckless acts of
Jon Jones, former UFC light
heavyweight champion.
Jones was arrested last
month in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, after being connected
with a hit-and-run incident that
involved a pregnant woman.
Jones was set to defend his
title May 23 against Anthony
Johnson, but was replaced by
Daniel Cormier after the news
broke.

UFC
U
FC had
everything going
for it: a solid
internal structure,
an exciting sport
and reasonable
ways to access the
fights
htts
This only adds to Jones’ legal
troubles in recent months.

Following his last fight
against UFC contender Cormier
in January, Jones tested positive
for cocaine. Jones, 27, was the
youngest light heavyweight
champion in UFC history when
he won the belt in 2011.
In the past 20 years the fan
base of mixed martial arts,
MMA, have seen their sport
grow from a gimmick television
event involving a sumo wrestler
and a kickboxer in a run-down
warehouse to one of the fastest
growing sports in the country.
It is also one of the least
moderated sports in existence.
Unlike in boxing there is not
an excess of promoters who dictate which fighter fights another.
In UFC the best fighters fight
the most formidable contenders.
UFC had everything going
for it: a solid internal structure,
an exciting sport and reasonable ways to access the fights.
In 2011, UFC signed a deal with
Fox which would enable it to
broadcast events on network
television.
MMA is becoming more
popular but there is still one
aspect missing that all other
sports have: An iconic figure.
Jon Jones was going to be that
for the UFC.
In a sport like UFC there

has never been a fighter who
transcends into mainstream
culture. He had all the makings
to become an iconic figure for
the sport.
Former UFC heavyweight
champion Brock Lesnar was a
rising star despite former middleweight champion Anderson
Silva’s sustained success, he
did not have the star status in
America that he did in Brazil.
Former light heavyweight
champion Chuck Liddell was a
big star but he was not as imposing a figure as Jones.
Jones is the only fighter to
have sustained success in modern MMA as a superstar.
In 2012 Jones became the
first MMA athlete to sign a
global deal with Nike. Jones
is 21-1 in his UFC career with
eight title defenses. He was the
face of a sport that is still in its
infancy in comparison to other
major sports.
Jones let the chance to
become a sports icon slip away
and slowed down the progress
of the sport which he bled and
sweat for.
MMA will continue to grow
but the process is slowed with
its biggest star going down.
Randy Vazquez is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

‘Dragon Ball’ returns with a vengeance
One of the greatest shows of all time is
back.
There is a new “Dragon Ball” series
coming to television titled “Dragon Ball
Super” and it is the first series to grace us
in nearly 20 years.
“Dragon Ball,” with the most popular
series being “Dragon Ball Z,” is arguably
the most popular anime of all time.
If you are a ‘90s kid like me, then your
chances of growing up with “Dragon Ball
Z” are probably very likely.
The show burst into households in the
late ‘90s on Toonami, Cartoon Network’s
famous anime block that ran primarily
on weekday afternoons, which prompted
me to run home from school every day to
watch the action.
“Dragon Ball” centers around Goku,
a Saiyan warrior who grows up on Earth
after crash landing on the planet with
the sole purpose of destroying it, only to
lose his memory and become the planet’s
greatest hero. He’s basically Jesus.
We followed Goku through his youth
in “Dragon Ball,” followed by the popular
and more action packed “Dragon Ball Z.”
The last “Dragon Ball” series to run on
television was “Dragon Ball GT,” which
was not greatly received by fans and had
little involvement from the creator of
“Dragon Ball,” Akira Toriyama.
The revival of the franchise has been

ongoing for some time now, however.
Toriyama released the first real “Dragon Ball” movie in years in 2013 titled
“Dragon Ball Z: Battle of Gods.”
The movie was a financial success,
with the film grossing $48 million outside
of the U.S. and $2.5 million in the U.S.
itself despite having a limited release
for only a few screenings, according to
gamenguide.com.
Following the success of “Dragon Ball
Z: Battle of Gods,” the sequel “Dragon
Ball Z: Resurrection F” was announced
last year.
The film has already hit theaters in
Japan and, according to The Inquisitr, it
beat the blockbuster “Furious 7” at the
box office, the only country “Furious 7”
wasn’t at the top of.
“Dragon Ball” was a very important
part of my childhood and I still cherish
the franchise to this day.
It gave me the opportunity to make
new friends and introduced me to new
genres of television, specifically anime.
I can honestly say without “Dragon
Ball,” I wouldn’t have been so determined
to pick up a pencil and attempt to draw.
Drawing was my hobby for many years
and to this day, the first thing I attempt
to draw while doodling in class is Vegeta’s
hairline.
“Dragon Ball” is still very relevant in

Cristian
Ponce

Follow Cristian on Twitter
@Heel_Ponce
our society as I see references to the show
all of the time.
I see more “It’s over 9,000” shirts every
day, probably with the help of Hot Topic,
and see the thriving fandom of the franchise at conventions whenever I go.
“Dragon Ball” was a memorable part of
my adolescence and many people like myself
love to think back on such carefree times.
The show has stood the test of time
however. It is still just as good, it may
even be better than it was before.
I am more than excited at what memories “Dragon Ball Super” will create for
me this time around.
Cristian Ponce is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Curry takes home MVP
BY DARBY BROWN-KUHN
@darbk5352

Terrell Lloyd | SJSU Athletics
The Atlanta Falcons chose former Spartan safety Akeem King in the seventh
round of the NFL draft. King ran a 4.35-second 40-yard dash at SJSU Pro Day.

Falcons draft King
in seventh round
BY R AVEN SWAYNE
@RavenSwayne
Former San Jose State
safety Akeem King was
drafted last week to the
Atlanta Falcons in the seventh round of the 2015 NFL
draft.
King was the only SJSU
football player picked in
this year’s draft and the
second SJSU Falcons draft
pick since 2009, when Atlanta chose cornerback
Christopher Owens.
In a phone interview
with the Atlanta Falcons,
King said he was excited
about being drafted in the
seventh round, the 249th
pick overall.
He described it as the
“best feeling ever” when
he received the call from
Atlanta Falcons head coach
Dan Quinn.
SJSU’s head football
coach Ron Caragher said
King is a great example of
hard work and patience
when it comes to getting
drafted in any professional
sport.
King said he started
playing the sport his senior
year in high school and
wasn’t on SJSU’s starting
roster until the 2014 season.

“Akeem didn’t play a lot
his first two years here,”
Caragher said. “He carried
that senior year making
some of his best statistics
of his career.”
Caragher believes even
though King was a late
bloomer in his football career, he has worked very
hard for the opportunity.
King will be a great fit
for the Falcons, according
to Caragher.
“I’m going to give the
team everything I’ve got,
especially my speed. I want
to be that dude they can always count on,” King said.
King said he has an advantage on the field because
he has played as a wide receiver, cornerback and safety during his career at SJSU.
King broke a personal record his senior year
with a total of 71 tackles,
1.5 tackles for loss and two
pass breakups. King is one
of five players to make at
least one tackle each game.
He was also one of three
Spartans on defense who
started every game for the
2014 season.
Steve Sabo, the Falcons’
director of college scouting, said in an interview on
the Atlanta Falcons website

that they chose King for a
variety of reasons.
The Falcons chose King
because of his size and
speed, standing at 6-foot1 and a half and weighing
215 pounds. King ran a
4.35-second 40-yard dash at
the SJSU Pro Day.
“He fits the press model we’re looking for,” Sabo
said in a video on the Atlanta Falcons’ website.
“He’s long and athletic and
he’s physical and fast.”
Another reason King
was chosen was because
of his 37.5-inch vertical
leap and his scholarly
achievements. King was
a three-time SJSU Scholar-Athlete.
Sabo and the Falcons
believe King is going to be
a good fit for the direction
of the team under the new
head coach Quinn.
“They’re gonna see a
consistent player that makes
plays,” King said in the Falcons’ phone interview.
Caragher said he has
high hopes for King’s career with the Falcons and
he looks forward to cheering him on throughout the
season.
Raven Swayne is a
Spartan Daily staff writer.

The Golden State Warriors’ point
guard Stephen Curry won the NBA’s Most
Valuable Player award on Monday beating
out Houston’s James Harden and Cleveland’s LeBron James.
It’s a fitting result for Curry, who led
the Warriors to an NBA best and franchise record 67 wins and became the first
Warriors player since Wilt Chamberlain
to win the award.
Statistically, Curry was one of the best
players in the NBA, finishing in the top 10
for scoring, assists and steals and shooting
a league best 91.4 percent from the freethrow line.
The sharpshooter also broke his own
single season record for 3-pointers made
with 286 while shooting 44.3 percent,
which was the fourth-best percentage in
the league.
“He’s not just the purest, greatest shooter to ever play the game,” said Bobcats
director of international scouting Adam
Filippi during an interview with ESPN on
April 2, 2014. “His elevation-type shot is
redefining and revolutionizing the art of
shooting.”
This season is the pinnacle of Curry’s
six-year career in the NBA, but he and the
Warriors franchise weren’t always in this
position.
Before the Warriors selected Curry with
the seventh pick in the 2009 draft, the team
was a collection of troublesome veterans
and uninspiring draft picks.
The team, year after year, was in basketball purgatory—not good enough to make
the playoffs but also not terrible enough to
receive a lottery pick.
When Curry entered his rookie season, NBA scouts questioned whether he
could be effective due to a lack of size and
elite athleticism.
After his first year, it quickly became
apparent that Curry belonged in the NBA.
He was a proven playmaker with his passing skills, and his trademark quick-release
jump shot makes him one of the most dynamic offensive threats in the NBA.
When Mark Jackson became
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coach of the Warriors in 2010, Curry
was given more responsibility after the
controversial Monta Ellis trade.
The trade brought over defensive-minded center Andrew Bogut, and allowed
Curry to become a full-time point guard,
which evolved his game but placed a larger
physical burden on him.
Questions arose concerning his durability when he injured his right ankle
multiple times during the 2011–12 season
causing him to miss 40 games. Fortunately, Curry has been able to stay on the court
and has played in nearly every game in the
last three seasons.
Now at the height of his powers, Curry
has become one of the most popular players in the NBA. Not just for his incredible
skill set but his humble, down-to-earth
attitude.
“Make sure you live in the moment and
work your butt off every single day, and I
hope I inspire people all around the world
to just be themselves, be humble, and be
grateful for all the blessings in your life,”
Curry said during his MVP acceptance
speech on Monday. “I’m truly honored to
be your MVP this year.”
Darby Brown-Kuhn is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.
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Art of Kendo hones body and mind
BY DAVID BERMUDEZ
@Bermudez_ Dave

Kendo students, or seitos, Jin Lee, Jiayan Shen
and Anna Low, meditate during their warmup exercises in the Event Center multipurpose room.

Downstairs and beneath San Jose
State’s Sport Club, the sound of bamboo swords striking each other can
be heard along with the sound of bare
feet shuffling and sliding on the floor.
“You must keep your kami (guard)
up,” said longtime Kendo and Naginata
sensei Temuchin Lowe to his students
during practice on Tuesday.
Kendo is a modern take on Japanese martial arts based on samurai
swordsmanship.
The students strike each other
with bamboo swords, known as shinai, and hit each other over the head
and body armor.
Kendo students wear dark, navy
protective armor to ease the blows
received from the shinai. The body
armor is called bogu and protects
the head with a metal grill. The
forearms, wrists and hands are protected by long, thickly padded fabric gloves, or kote, and a breastplate

protecting the center and sides of
the stomach area.
Training takes place every Tuesday
and Thursday in the multipurpose
room of the Event Center. For Lowe
and his students, there is no place
they’d rather be than learning and
practicing Kendo.
“I’m addicted to it,” said freshman
mechanical engineering major Andres Rodriguez. “I come in with bruises after a battle with my elders and
sensei and coming back with bruises just shows how enthusiastic I am
about this club.”
Rodriguez said one of the toughest
parts about Kendo is the control one
must have of their body and handling
the shinai.
“You have sword and you have to
strike and you need to control your
movements and it can’t be just some
sloppy sword work,” Rodriguez said.
“You need to be able to control your
body as well, it sounds weird but it’s
really hard.”
Lowe, who’s also an SJSU alumnus,
has been teaching Kendo
and Naginata for over 30
years as he was taught by
former professor and Kendo sensei Benjamin Hazard
and still loves teaching not
only about kendo but what it
also embodies.
“The best part of teach-
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Above: Seitos Jiayan Shen, left, and Anna Low, right, sparring in their protective armor.
Right: Sensei Temuchin Lowe instructs his students in proper striking technique during class.

ing Kendo is the integration of young
people with more mature people about
what the culture of humanity is,”
Lowe said. “Budo is mental, spiritual
and physical challenge to be a better
person. Watching so many students
grew over the years feels good.”
Immediately, among the students
and the sensei, respect and honor is
given and shown to everyone in the
room.
Before sparring, there is a protocol to go over before engaging in a
fight.
Fighters let out a command as they
strike their opponent that is not a
typical karate “hi-ya” but a loud “do”
as they try to hit the sides of their
sparring partner.
Jin Lee, a San Jose resident and
member of the club, has been training
for the past two years and it has helped
him outside of the gym.
“I started just for motivation and exercise,” Lee said. “I realized that there is
more I can learn from my spirit, manners towards others, have respect for
your opponents when sparring and it
also gave me confidence and be able to
talk to people more.”
The Kendo and Naginata club meets
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings in
the SJSU Sport Club’s multipurpose
room.
David Bermudez is a Spartan Daily
staff writer.

